
rules and regulations

FOOD-BEVERAGES-TOBACCO

-NO coolers, outside food or beverages permitted. 
       (Concessions are available daily) 
-Gum chewing is not permitted in the pool area.
-Glass containers of any kind are not permitted.
-Buhl Park Pool is an alcohol and smoke free facility. (includes e-cigarettes)

PERSONAL CONDUCT
-Guests must wear an appropriate swimsuit to swim. Non-appropriate swim attire 
  includes, but is not limited to, cut offs, boxers, leotards, etc. 
-No running, jumping or horseplay at any time from all sides of the pool.
-No hanging on pool ropes
-Inflatable beach balls only.  Ask pool manager about toy sizes allowed

SUPERVISION OF CHILDREN
-Parents/guardians are responsible for supervising their child(ren). Lifeguards
  are on duty to enforce rules and respond in case of an emergency.
-Children, ages 9 & under, must be accompanied by a person age 16 or older.
-Children who are not toilet-trained must wear a disposable swim diaper.

DIVING/ROCK WALL/PLAY TOYS
-Flotation devices and hard-throwing or spraying objects are prohibited.
-Infant rings and tubes, baby seat floats, and US Coast Guard approved lifejackets 
  may be used within an arm’s reach of a parent/guardian.
-Use of swim goggles and masks are permitted. 
-Only one person on the diving board at a time. Wait for previous diver to reach 
  the ladder before diving and jump straight off board, facing forward only.

POOL CLOSURE GUIDELINES: The Aquatic Staff reserves the right to reduce 
pool operations or close the pool due to the following conditions:
-Inclement weather such as strong rain, lightening, tornado, etc.
-Air temperature below 65 degrees
-Attendance severely reduced
-Scheduled special events
-Health & safety of the public is endangered

VIOLATION OF ANY OF THESE RULES MAY RESULT IN SERIOUS 
INJURY AND/OR IMMEDIATE REMOVAL FROM THE PARK POOL.

Buhl Park strives to offer a pleasant experience for public swimming. Pool Rules are 
posted on the pool deck and are established to offer a clean and safe environment 
for everyone. Please obey all pool rules and Aquatic Staff to ensure a safe and fun 
experience while visiting the Buhl Park Pool.


